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The PMI Madrid Chapter delivers a professional PM Event in 
Madrid 

 
Last November 22nd the PMI Madrid Chapter celebrated a Project 
management professional event at Rafael Hotel in the city of Madrid. More 
than 150 project professionals joined that event and shared best practices 
and ideas.  
 
That event counted on several Speakers from AENOR (Quality norms and 

procedures association), from IE (Spanish Business School), and from a politician from the Murcia 
Community, who talked about the increased awareness of project management in the Spanish Public 
Administration, where many things are pending to be improved. Once more time it showed up the 
advance and promotion of the Project management profession in Spain. 
 
Subjects like our current crisis, the need to be adapted to the changes, the need to develop more and 
more Project management soft skills were a common aspect discussed in all the speakers 
presentations. The PMI Madrid Chapter has continued growing up counting currently on more than 
1300 members. The biggest amount of members from the last two years is coming from the 
Construction industry. To achieve a professional certification (PMP) has become a development 
objective to achieve by most of professionals in that industry sector. 
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The 11th MeDIP Edition 2012-2013 (Project Management Master in 
Construction) started last October in Madrid 

 
The project manager role implies the formalization of the property developer managig the investment. The Project Manager will 

establish the basic parameters of the project: the Customer needs, and the cost time and quality objectives; and finally to get the 

involvement and commitment from the project team to achieve the project success.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That is the opinión from Mr. Manuel Soler, MeDIP Managing Director. This Master counts not only with 
professionals from the Construction industry but professionals coming from other industry sectors 
whose objective is to enrich and add value to the students. The fresh air that produces to listen to them 
and being trained also by professionals from other industries make a difference, and it is very well 
appreciated by the alumni.  
 
This Master counts on AEDIP (Asociación Española de Dirección Integrada de Proyectos) support, 
located in Madrid. The good news this year is that they will run two more masters, one in Alicante and 
another one in Malaga. 
 
If you need more information about AEDIP, please contact to  www.aedip.org 
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